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ПРОДУКТИВНОСТЬ ЗЕРНОВЫХ КУЛЬТУР В РОССИИ ПРИ ИЗМЕНЕНИИ
АГРОКЛИМАТИЧЕСКИХ РЕСУРСОВ В 20–21 ВЕКАХ
by Vera Nikolaevna Pavlova
from the National Research Institute for Agricultural Meteorology (NRIAM), Obninsk, Russia

The topic addressed by Ms Pavlova in her dissertation is highly relevant and is of enormous importance
not only in the Russian national context. The dissertation, with its results and conclusions, is also very
likely to attract international interest. On the basis of an enormously large data base and using a
methodology that contributes to the world state of the art, the dissertation closes a gap for Russia with
regard to a spatially distributed estimation of possible yield developments for cereals under expected
climate changes. The current climate scenarios from the IPCC until the end of the 21st century are also
taken into account. The results achieved in the dissertation are also the basis for broader economic
assessments of the agricultural potential for the individual cropping regions of Russia. They are also the
basis for drawing up the future strategy for an increasing agriculture in Russia and for estimating the
possible future development of Russian grain exports and consequently the possible effects on the
international grain market, which is now already significantly influenced by Russia's grain exports as the
main exporter of wheat. It is important for Russia to maintain this major source of income and make it
stabile in the future. In addition to the trend observations, however, the possible interannual fluctuations
and thus cropping risks as well as their possible consequences for grain exports are also highlighted. An
important circumstance here is also the possible reflection in the climate change-induced territorial shift of
the optimal cropping regions for grain in Russia and its influence on the total grain yield under the
changing climate. While yield potentials in traditional cereal-croppingg areas may be lower in the future
due to temperature increases and reduced water supply during vegetation, cereal yields in other cropping
areas, such as central and north-western regions of the European part of Russia, may increase due to a

lengthening of the vegetation period induced by temperature increases, as well as changes in intra-annual
precipitation distributions.
The methodology used in the dissertation for the spatial estimation of yield and bioclimatic potential for
cereals takes into account the climate-soil-yield complex as a combination of statistical methods on the
one hand and the application of a dynamic model on the other hand. The dynamic model "Weather-Yield"
was developed together with Prof. Sirotenko and has been sufficiently verified and validated for the
cropping regions of Russia. In this model, the influence of the atmospheric CO2 concentration via the
stomatal resistance on the plant physiological processes is taken into account as a prerequisite for climatedependent scenario calculations in which different levels of atmospheric CO2 are assumed. The
methodology presented is valid for the cropping regions of Russia due to the broad data basis used and the
dynamic model "Weather Yield" used and well validated. It also allows predictions to be made for future
climate scenarios with regard to estimations for yield and yield potential, a corresponding risk estimation
and an estimation of regional yield anomalies and yield losses. By means of a GIS-based method
developed, the results can be visualised across Russia.
The application of internationally known dynamic agroecosystem models, such as WOFOST, DSSAT,
HERMES, CropSyst or AGROSIM which are usually only well parameterised for experimental cropping
conditions and specific applications would be too challenging for Russia's many different cropping regions
and cropping conditions. This begins with the nonavailability of the sometimes very detailed initial values
and input information required for these models, e.g. for the soil, for the concrete site-dependent
agrotechnical cultivation information as well as for the cultivated varieties, and ends with the
parameterisation of the used model equations themselves. This is coupled with model- and input datarelated uncertainties in the estimation of yields under practical cropping conditions. Moreover, in many
agroecosystem models, no breeding component is integrated as an influence on future yield development.
In addition to various statistical parameters, the linear trends for individual productivity parameters and
for the yield are also taken into account in the methodology presented in this dissertation. In the case of
the yield parameters, the progress in breeding and agrotechnology is also indirectly taken into account
based on the long observation periods.
The yield development results received in this work for the European cropping regions of Russia show an
analogous behaviour to the yield developments observed for other European countries. During the last 1520 years, despite a detected negative climate influence on yields, only a slowdown of the linear yield trend
or a stagnation of yields can be observed. This shows that both in Russia and in other European countries,
the negative climate influences were compensated for a time by improved drought-resistant varieties and
improved agrotechnologies.
The methodology used here for estimating grain yield potential has been identified for the cropping
regions of Russia and validated on concrete practice-related data sets for longer periods of time. It can also
be applied to other climate scenarios, e.g. updated within the scope of the IPCC, and represents a suitable
simulation tool with regard to the climate influence on grain yields, which also determines the
international state of the art in this field. In combination with ensemble calculations regarding possible
climate developments, statistically resilient statements on yield forecasts in the 21st century can also be
made for Russia first.
The investigations of the effects of possible climate change scenarios with atmospheric CO 2
concentrations between 570 ppm (RCP4.5) and 925 ppm (RCP8.5) at the end of the 21st century on yield
potentials or grain yields show a wide range between increases in bioclimatic potential (RCP4.5) on the

one hand and significant losses in grain yields (RCP8.5) on the other hand. Such wide ranges in the
expected yield of agricultural crops between the two scenarios can also be observed at the end of the 21st
century in the results of scenario calculations carried out at the Leibniz-Centre for Agricultural Landscape
Research Müncheberg (ZALF) for Germany with ZALF's own agroecosystem models.
The presented results of the cropping risk of spring cereals show in comparison to winter cereals that, for
example, the cultivation of spring wheat is associated with a higher cropping risk. The reasons for this are
the higher risk of emergence due to a deficit in soil moisture or precipitation in spring and a summer
drought that often follows. In Germany, the cropping risk of spring cereals is also very high for the same
reasons. Farmers are therefore switching to cropping winter cereals and minimising the area under spring
cereals.
The results on cropping potential and cropping risk and the associated yield losses obtained with the
methodology described and applied in the dissertation, in combination with the spatial visualisation, form
the basis for the derivation of strategic and future-oriented decisions on agricultural production not only
for the farms themselvesf but also for the administrative bodies up to the ministries.
The methodology described and applied in the dissertation is also transferable to other regions and
countries outside Russia, but requires a specific adaptation of the parameters. The methodology described
is on the same level as the international state of the art in this field and has no international scientific
analogue in this form. The results achieved and presented in the dissertation for the cereal-cropping
regions of Russia represent an internationally unique development.
Based on the assessment made above, an acceptance of the submitted dissertation is explicitly
supported and recommended.
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